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Abstract. In the few last years, the deployment of IEEE 802.11 WLAN in 
hotspots environment had becoming a useful solution providing practical and 
attractive communication characteristics. However the problem of user 
bandwidth availability arises as one of the most limit of this solution. In fact, 
the IEEE 802.11 standards do not provide any mechanism of load distribution 
among different access points (APs). Then an AP can be heavily overloaded 
leading to station throughput degradation. This paper deals with this problem. It 
focuses on the presentation of QoS (Quality of Service) management solution 
for wireless communication system. It, mainly, presents a protocol structure 
between mobiles and APs. This protocol is intended to provide best resources 
allocation and efficiency on communication metrics. An SDL description and 
MSC simulation is provided as a first step in the development of this protocol. 
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1   Introduction 

In the last few years the IEEE 802.11 technology becomes very interesting. One of its 
popular uses is its cheap hardware infrastructure price promoting to provide practical 
and efficient Hotspots environment [1]. The research works [1], [2] carried in this 
context had proved that additional effort is yet required to build up a system with a 
high service quality. A specification of further interaction in the IEEE 802.11 protocol 
between APs and mobiles mainly during the call admission stage will help to ensure 
some QoS parameters such as load distribution and packet losses. A new standard 
IEEE 802.11e [14] has been defined to ensure quality of service in Wireless LAN. 

This paper presents a protocol specification managing the QoS in the context of 
Hotspots communication environment. The first part presents an overview of the 
actual quality of service mechanisms for the IEEE 802.11 wireless LAN. The second 
part focuses on the description of the general hotspots environment architecture. The 
third part presents the definition of new protocol primitives between the mobile and 
the access point managing QoS metrics. Then we present the description of this 
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protocol with the SDL language (Specification and Description Language) [5] and 
some MSC (Message Sequence Charts) simulation results of the behaviour of this 
protocol. We finish by highlighting future contributions in this field. 

2   Overview of QoS Mechanisms for IEEE 802.11 Wireless LAN 

2.1   QoS Limitations of IEEE 802.11 Wireless LAN 

Channel access control, Quality of Service, and data security are the most important 
functions of a wireless MAC layer. Wireless links have specific characteristics such 
as large packet delay and jitter, high loss rate, bursts of frame loss and packet 
reordering. Furthermore, the wireless link characteristics are not constant and vary 
over time and place [7]. Mobility of users may cause the end-to-end path to change 
when users are roaming. Users expect to receive the same QoS once changing their 
point of attachment. This implies that the new path should also support the existing 
QoS, and problems may arise when the new path cannot support such requirements 
[7]. The original IEEE 802.11 networks (DCF) are best effort networks and do not 
support QoS for time critical applications. All stations in a BSS have the same priority 
to access the channel. There are no differentiation mechanisms to guarantee 
bandwidth, packet delay or jitter for high priority stations with times-bounded 
applications or multimedia flows. In [7], authors have make simulations on an ad hoc 
topology in which stations transmit three types of traffic (audio, video and 
background traffic) to each other. These simulations clearly shows that there is no 
throughput or delay differentiation between different flows since only one queue is 
shared by all the three flows. So, there is no way to guarantee the QoS requirements 
for high-priority audio and video traffic unless admission control is used. 

A PCF mode has been designed to support time-bounded multimedia applications, 
but it has many problems that lead to poor QoS performances [12], [13]. In this mode 
wireless resources are wasted since all communications between stations in the same 
BSS have to go through the Access Point. This mode must be implemented with the 
DCF mode. Cooperation between Contention Period and Contention Free Period may 
lead to unpredictable beacon delays [13]: to switch from DCF to PCF, the wireless 
channel must be idle. The access point is not authorised to stop an established 
communication to make on the PCF mode and then we have no guarantee on the DCF 
mode duration. With PCF mode, it is difficult to an access point to define time needed 
by each polled station to transmit data frames. The transmission time of polled 
stations is difficult to control since the physical rate can be changed according to the 
varying channel status. 

All these limitations for both DCF and PCF led to a large number of research 
activities to enhance the performance of 802.11 MAC. 

2.2   QoS Mechanisms for IEEE 802.11 Wireless LAN 

Most existing QoS mechanism for 802.11 can be classified into three categories 
[15]: 
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Service Differentiation. Basically, service differentiation is achieved by two main 
methods: priority and fair scheduling [16]. While the former binds channel access to 
different traffic classes by prioritized contention parameters, the latter partitions the 
channel bandwidth fairly by regulating wait times of traffic classes in proportion 
according to given weights [15]. Used parameters for both approaches are contention 
window size, backoff algorithm and inter frame space. The main service 
differentiation mechanism is the upcoming 802.11e standard. A new access method 
called Hybrid Coordination Function (HCF) is introduced. It is a queue-based service 
differentiation that uses both DCF and PCF enhancements. HCF describes some 
enhanced QoS-specific functions, called contention-based HCF channel access and 
polling-based HCF access channel. These two functions are used during both 
contention and contention free periods to ensure QoS. Enhanced DCF (EDCF) is the 
contention-based HCF channel access. The goal of this scheme is to enhance DCF 
access mechanism of IEEE 802.11 and to provide a distributed access approach that 
can support service differentiation. The proposed scheme provides capability for up to 
eight types of traffic classes. It assigns a short contention window to high priority 
classes in order to ensure that in most cases, high priority classes will be able to 
transmit before the low-priority ones. For further differentiation, 802.11e proposes the 
use of different IFS set according to traffic classes. Instead of DIFS, an Arbitration 
IFS (AIFS) is used. Classes with smallest AIFS will have the highest priority. 

Admission Control and Bandwidth Reservation. Service differentiation is helpful 
in providing better QoS for multimedia data traffic under low to medium traffic load 
conditions. However, due to the inefficiency of IEEE 802.11 MAC, service 
differentiation does not perform well under high traffic load conditions [12]. In this 
case admission control and bandwidth reservation become necessary to in order to 
guarantee QoS of existing traffic. These two approaches are quite difficult to realise 
due to the nature of the wireless link and the access method. Admission control 
schemes can be broadly classified into measurement-based and calculation-based 
methods. In measurement-based schemes, admission control decisions are made based 
on the measurement of existing network status, such as throughput and delay. On the 
other hand, calculation-based schemes construct certain performance metrics or 
criteria for evaluating the status of the network [15]. 

Link Adaptation. 802.11 specify multiple transmission rates but it intentionally 
leaves the rate adaptation and signalling mechanisms open. Since transmission rates 
differ with the channel conditions, an appropriate link adaptation mechanism is 
desirable to maximize the throughput under dynamically changing channel conditions 
[15]. Most link adaptation mechanisms focus on algorithms to switch among 
transmission rates specified in the Physical Layer Convergence Procedure. 

These different mechanisms aiming to enhance the quality of service support in the 
IEEE 802.11 wireless LAN treat the network locally. For example parameters 
differentiations are made at the node level. The keystone of our approach is to 
consider the wireless LAN as a hole. We try to make a fair distribution of the load 
among overlapping cells. So we can fulfil an increasing number of accepted 
applications with guaranteed quality of service level. 
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3   General Approach Presentation 

The QoS management on hotspots environment becomes vital for many new 
emerging applications such as mobile information access, real time multimedia 
communications, networked games, immersion worlds and cooperative work. These 
require a minimum level of QoS [7], [8], [12] and [13]. The hotspots environment can 
be described as a set of access points covering overlapping cells and offering 
connection to a variable number of mobile stations. User’s applications are not similar 
in terms of QoS requirements so that a fair distribution of the mobile stations among 
active access points can guarantee a minimum level of quality of service. The 
bandwidth effectively offered (Cmax) by an access point is given by Shannon formula 
(Cmax = BP x log2 (1 + S/N) where BP is the bandwidth and S/N the signal-to-noise 
ratio). So, due to the wireless environments (interferences, obstacles…) bandwidth is 
scare and channel conditions will be time-varying and sometimes highly lossy. 
Unfortunately, in the actual IEEE 802.11 protocol, a mobile station is associated to 
the access point offering the best Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) independently of the 
load being applied to the access point by other users. This can cause, in many cases, 
unbalanced load between access points. Some access points will be over loaded, 
others are under loaded. For the first ones applications requirements are not fulfilled. 
The keystone of our approach is to associate mobile station to access points with a 
minimum SNR threshold and offering the best QoS level. 

 

Fig. 1. IEEE 802.11 target architecture 

Figure 1 illustrates the idea that we develop in this paper. A new mobile station 
(M2) reaching the WLAN must be associated with an AP. The association procedure 
is always initiated by the station (mobile-controlled handover) and the station can be 
associated with only one AP. The new station must discover which APs are present 
and then requests to establish an association with one of them. Thus, first the station 
initiates a scanning process that can be either active or passive [3]. Once the scanning 
process has finished, the station updates its list of access points in range (AP2). 

This information is used by the station to associate with the access point that 
provides the highest SNR. M2 have to associate with AP2. Supposing that all mobile 
stations generate the same data traffic, the load distribution across access points will 
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be highly uneven [1]. This can cause a performance degradation perceived by the 
other stations attached to AP2. Quality of service contracts (bandwidth, loss rate…) 
may be violated. It will be attractive to redistribute mobile stations among APs even 
with lower SNR. A fair distribution of mobile stations among APs fulfills the QoS 
requirements of both old and recent associated stations: the available bandwidth of the 
WLAN link depends strongly on the number of active stations and their traffic. To 
achieve this balancing, in terms of quality of service offered to the stations (load, loss 
rate…) among APs, we have to compute a balancing algorithm each time a new event 
such as the arrival of new stations or the mobility of existing stations. This algorithm 
has to find the best state of associations between APs and mobile stations that offers 
the best quality of service level for user’s applications. Thus, we have to get 
information on associated stations, traffic coursed by APs and users quality of service 
requirements (Figure 2). This information has to be exchanged between WLAN 
entities and stored in an updated data base. 

 
 Mobile Station (i)  Access Point  (a) Load balancing server   Access Point  (b) Access Point  © 

Primitives interactions 
 Access point / mobile station  Parameters Download  Parameters Download  

Algorithm 
running 

New actor redistribution 
New actor redistribution 

 

Fig. 2. System protocol interactions 

In this architecture the load balancing server should periodically download a set of 
specific parameters from each access point. It executes the balancing algorithm in 
order to find the best mobile station distribution among access points. The result will 
be broadcasted in the system. Then, we have defined for this architecture a set of new 
metrics to quantify the quality of service and primitives to exchange these parameters 
for association and disassociation between mobile station and access point. These 
primitives that should be inserted into the MAC layer to improve the IEEE 802.11 
standard [9] define a new MAC quality of service policy for wireless LANs. 

4   Load Balancing Algorithm Description 

The load balancing algorithm [10], [11] is computed by the load balancing server 
every time a new distribution is needed in the wireless LAN. This will occurred (i) 
when a new mobile station enters the wireless LAN and aims to associate with an 
access point, (ii) when an associated station is moving from one to another BSS and 
(iii) when the applications requirements in a mobile station are changing. The 
downloaded parameters from the access points and mobile station applications will be 
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useful to find the best distribution of mobile stations among wireless LAN access 
points. This algorithm checks if the new distribution is balanced mainly by computing 
the balance index (β). The balance index appeared in the first time in [6] and it is used 
in [2], [10] as a performance measure. The balance index reflects the used capacity in 
each access point. Let Ti be the total traffic of the APi. Then, the balance index is: 

βj = (ΣiTi)2 / (n*ΣiTi2) 

With βj is the balance index of an overlapping zone j, Ti is the total traffic of an 
APi overlapping with other access points in the zone j and n is the number of access 
points overlapping in the zone j. 

The proposed distribution of mobile stations is balanced if the balance indexes of 
all the overlapping cells converge to 1. At this step, the algorithm has to send the new 
distribution to the access points which will be dissociate, associate and reassociate 
mobile stations. 

5   Protocol Specification 

5.1   QoS Protocol Parameters 

In this approach, the QoS management is based on the idea that some added 
primitives must be ensured at the connection level between the mobile station and the 
access point. Then, each mobile in the wireless LAN may be able to propose a level 
of QoS and to modify it when needed. In this architecture, the mobile station defines 
four variables managing its QoS state. The communication process will then base its 
negotiation with the access point on these parameters to build up clause for service 
quality. Table 1 sums up these parameters and their functions. 

Table 1.  Quality of service parameters 

Parameter Function  
QoSmax The maximum quality of service that the mobile station can offer to the user 
QoSnegociated The quality of service used by the mobile station at time t 
QoSexpected The quality of service wanted by the user or the application 
Old_QoSnegociated It is necessary to conserve the old quality of service to make comparisons in 

case of voluntary changes or new offers of QoS. 

The following inequality describes the logical relation between these parameters  

QoSmax ≥ QoSexpected ≥ QoSnegociated 

From the part of the access point, some other parameters must be provided to 
enable QoS management (Table 2). 

So, we can propose rules that enable the management of the stations access 
according to the requirements and the availability of QoS: 

Dr = Du + QoSexpected and Dr < Dmax - Dmin 
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Table 2. Access point parameters 

Parameter Function  
Dmax The higher throughput that can be provided by the access point according to his 

hardware capabilities 
Dmin The lower throughput agreed for each user (the Best Effort service) 
Da The reserved throughput, that means the required throughput for a mobile 

station in an attachment attempt added to the current throughput 
Dr The reserved throughput, that means the required throughput for a mobile 

station in an attachment attempt added to the current throughput. 

5.2   Device Identification 

In this approach, to ensure QoS management in the WLAN some identifiers should be 
joined to the parameters describing present and old quality of service states in each 
mobile. These identifiers are maintained in a specific database both in the access point 
and the mobile station. Each mobile station will then discuss the attachment attempt 
responses of the access point according to its own QoS parameters. We describe in table 
3 these parameters from both the access point and the mobile station point of view. 

Table 3. New wireless entities parameters 

Parameters Access point Mobile Station Function 
My_IdAP *  The access point identifier  
IdM(X) *  The identifier of mobile station 

number X 
My_IdM  * Defines the mobile station identifier 
QoSnegociated(X) 
 

* * The Quality of service negotiated 
with the mobile station X 

Old_QoSnegociated(X) * * The old level of QoS being agreed 
for a mobile station number X 

St_Moving(X) 
 

*  Describes the state of moving state 
of the X mobile station  

St_Reserved(X) *  Describes presence state of the 
mobile station X 

Timer(X) * * For actions limited in time 

These parameters have to be saved in a specific data base managing the whole 
environment of the wireless device. This database communicates with the other layers 
defined in the IEEE 802.11 model to ensure coordination in call admission processes. 

5.3   QoS Protocol Primitives 

The IEEE 802.11 suffers from lack of specific QoS primitives. The only parameter on 
which is based the connection negotiation between the AP and the mobile station is 
the SNR ratio. The satisfaction of only this parameter in the connection phase don’t 
meet necessary the QoS requirements of the application. So it appears indispensable 
to specify new protocol primitives to enable the integration of other communication 
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parameters in the connection decision and then in loading redistribution. We have 
then, defined a set of new primitives expressing general requirements. 

Table 4.  Quality of service primitives 

Primitives Access 
Point 

Mobile 
Station 

Parameters 

ASK_ATTACH.conf  *  (IdM, IdAP, QoSnegociated) 
ATTACH.conf:  *  (IdM, IdAP, QoSnegociated) 
WAIT *  (IdM, IdAP) 
ASK_RATTACH.req *  (IdM, IdAP, available_APs) 
ASK_ATTACH.req  * (IdM, IdAP, QoSexpected) 
ATTACH.req  * (IdM, IdAP, QoSnegociated) 
ATTACH.req  * (IdM, IdAP, QoSnegociated) 
ASK_RATTACH.conf  * (IdM, New_IdAP, Old_IdAP) 
LEAVE  * (IdM, IdAP) 
OK * * (IdM, IdAPa, IdAPb) 
MOD_QoS.req * * (IdM, IdAP, QoSproposed, time) 
MOVE.req * * (IdM, IdAP) 
MOVE.conf * * (IdM, New_IdAP, Old_IdAP) 

6   Scenario Description 

The primitives that we defined in the last section are used to manage the access of the 
mobile stations to the wireless LAN via access points. Then we check theses  
 

 

Wait (M2, AP2) 

ATTACH.conf (M2, AP2, 4) 

ATTACH.req (M2, AP2, 4) 

ASK_ATTACH.conf (M2, AP2, 4) 

ASK_ATTACH.req (M2, AP2, 4) 

M2 AP2 Load balancing 
server 

New redistribution request 

New redistribution broadcast

AP1 M4 

ASK_RATTACH.req (M4, AP2, AP1) 

ASK_RATTACH.conf (M4, AP1, AP2)

Algorithm 
running 

No possibility to connect  
M2 with The requested QoS

ASK_ATTACH.conf (M4, AP1, 3) 

ATTACH.req (M4, AP1, 3) 

ATTACH.conf (M4, AP1, 3) 

 

Fig. 3. Example of communication scenario 
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Fig. 4. M2 connected to AP2 

primitives with many communications scenarios. Communications scenarios vary 
from simple to much complex situations. In this paragraph we describe one of the 
scenarios. We take as example the wireless topology described in Figure 1. Once M2 
arriving to the AP2 cell, the load balancing algorithm is computed. The load 
balancing server broadcasts the new distribution of mobile stations onto the access 
points. AP2 have to dissociate a mobile station M4. This one will be associated to 
AP1 which is able to give it the required quality of service level. Finally M2 and AP2 
complete the connection procedure (Figure 3) to obtain the balanced wireless network 
topology (Figure 4). 

The scenarios that we have defined will be described and verified with the SDL 
and MSC languages in the following sections. 

6.1   SDL Protocol Description 

The SDL pattern is an efficient design language for the development of a 
communication system. It enables a formal description system by defining a static 
modular architecture and interactions between different blocks [4]. Systems in SDL 
language are structured into interconnected entities (system, block, process, and  
 

block AP_Manager 1(1)

wow (1.1)

AP_DB(1.1)

AP_QoS_Manager

M2

APtoM

MtoAP

M2

M3

APtoMMtoAP

M3
AP_BD

APtoBD

BDtoAP

M1

APtoM

MtoAP

M1M6APtoM

MtoAP

M6

M4

APtoM

MtoAP

M4

M5

APtoM

MtoAP

M5

IDDB

APtoIDDB IDDBtoAP

IDDB

MantoBD

MPar

WoWpar wtoman

 

Fig. 5. SDL model of a mobile station 
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Process MS

ready

t_modqos1

IDDB_chgqos(6.1) via M5

ready 

ready

QoS_mang

set(now+2,t_modqos2

t_ajoutM

init_M(M3,8,8) via M3

ready

t_modqos2

QoS_mang

IDDB_chgqos(4.0) via M1

set(now+2,t_ajoutM)

ready

 

Fig. 6. Example of SDL EFSM development 

channel) where process system description provides dynamic behaviour for internal 
task execution. It is based on the model of Extended Finite State Machines (EFSMs) 
[5]. In its dynamic behaviour, each state is reached after asynchronous signal 
exchange between blocks. 

New primitives and exchanges defined in our approach have been described and 
validated with SDL (Figs. 5 and 6). Figure 5 shows the SDL model of a mobile 
station. It represents exchanges between the management layer and the data base of 
the mobile station. 

6.2   MSC Verification and Simulation 

To check the QoS protocol behaviour based on the defined communication scenarios 
such as the one defined in Figure 3, we have used the ObjectGeode tool based on SDL 

 

 

Fig. 7. MSC simulation of an example of exchange between wireless entities 
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and MSC. With SDL, we have validated the new primitives’ exchanges between 
access points and mobile stations. The Figure 7 brings out a part of simulation results 
of a QoS negotiation between a mobile station (mobile 4) and an access point (AP2). 
First of all, entities must be set. Here we have a new instance of the mobile station M4 
and the access point AP2. Mobile station gets his identifier, QoSmax and QoSexpected 
values and begins a search of the access point with the requested QoS. Some other 
communication scenarios are also verified with SDL and MSC. 

7   Conclusion and Future Works 

This paper addresses the problem of QoS management in the WLAN. It presents a 
protocol specification between mobile stations and access points to negotiate QoS 
requirements during the mobile station attachment. This protocol defines some new 
primitives related to the QoS management that must operate with the IEEE 802.11. 
The specification of these protocol primitives has been carried out. The second part of 
this paper presents an SDL description of this protocol and it shows the behavior 
verification with MSC simulation. 

This work has to be completed with an implementation of this approach in a 
simulation architecture using an appropriate tool such as Opnet or Network Simulator 
(NS). This helps to analyze the performances and helps to adjust the parameters of 
this protocol before the experimentation. Other parameters can be also used to 
characterize quality of service requirements of the mobile stations such as loss ratio  
or jitter. 
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